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Objectives of the SL program at WCC

Use SL

•To enrich learning
•To apply the theoretical knowledge acquired to practical use
•To increase the capacity and skills of students
•To widen research experiences

Host Organisation

15 to 20 hours of
off-campus, off-class
SL experience

Core Papers

1 Credit

Criteria for identifying potential partners
Identify partners so that service-learning
experiences
• are appropriate to the academic program the
participants are currently pursuing.

• make the participants understand that their services
reach the community through an appropriate partner.

• lead to realistic, achievable and visible outcomes that
are valued by those being served.

Building partnerships
Service-learning and partnerships are inextricably linked.
Jacoby (2003)
“... service-learning must be grounded in a network, or
web, of authentic, democratic, reciprocal partnerships”.
Bailis (2000)
“service-learning and partnerships are two sides of the
same coin”.

Partnerships and readiness
• Recognising the need and relevance of SL

• Motivating all faculty members of the department to adopt SL

• Getting institutional support

• Reinforcing and getting approval from our institution’s
academic bodies at various levels to launch the program

Envisaged SL program for undergraduate Zoology students
Year

Courses

Host Organisation/
Agency

First Year

Invertebrata
&
Chordata

Government
Museum,
Egmore

Conservation

SSTCN/TREE
Foundation

Second Year

Third Year

Animal
Blue Cross of
Behaviour/
India
Field Zoology

Partnering with the Government Museum, Chennai

Maintenance of reserve insect collection

Adding preservant to insect boxes

Labeling zoological specimens

Cleaning dugong skeleton

Shifting the skeleton to mammal gallery

Organizing index cards at the gallery

Feedback from SL participants at Government Museum

Feedback from SL participants

We helped with the stock checking of the
reserve collections. We got to see several
specimen which enhanced our classroom
learning experience. It was fun working as a
team.
We were doing Biology of Animals Course in
the I and II semester and working at the
Government Museum where we got to see
and handle specimen was an experience that
helped us relate to the course better. It was
an out of class experience which we enjoyed.
We visited the Zoology gallery and had a
visual treat of almost our entire Biology of
Animals syllabi, as we saw all specimens
arranged in taxonomical order.
We learnt the difference between the use
of formaldehyde and spirit as preservants
and also the art of making the specimen

Feedback from SL participants

jars airtight using buffalo bladder.

Corollary of partnering with Care Earth Trust
United Board-sponsored project on ‘Plastic Bag Menace – an Assessment,
Sensitisation & Mitigation Program’ (2010-2011)

SL participants collecting data for
the project at Thideer Nagar community

White Pollution-an awareness campaign
at WCC
Conflict between plastic carry bags and their ecofriendly
alternatives through mime

Choreography

Villupattu

Audience in rapt attention

at Thideer Nagar community

Transactional partnership with World Wide Fund (WWF)
Bat study at the Government Museum

Some organisms observed during faunal study at the museum

Bipalium sp.

Cynapterus sphinx

Observing a bat caught at the mist net

Microhyla ornata

Therea petiveriana

Scolopendra sp.

WWF Report

Project for Field Zoology Course triggered by
Biodiversity Study at the Government
Museum

HABITAT STUDY ON THE RAIN TREE,
Albizia saman
FIELD ZOOLOGY PROJECT REPORT
SUBMITTED BY

Asha Palat and Candice Hickman

March 2012
Department of Advanced Zoology and Biotechnology
Women’s Christian College

Partnering with SSTCN

Turtle tracks on the sand indicate a nest

Pre-walk discussion, Q & A session

Counting eggs in a nest

Partnering with TREE Foundation

Orienting SL participants at WCC for Sea Turtle Conservation

Karuna’ ‘Sagarika’ & ‘Abithi’ being cleaned

‘

‘Karuna’
‘Sagarika’

‘Abithi’

‘Abithi’ being force-fed
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Sparing time
Student volunteers, Devathi and Sindhu and their classmates, took up shifts to monitor
and administer medication, travelling from Women's Christian College to Neelangarai
every day! It has been nearly six months and now Karuna (meaning ‘compassion' in
Sanskrit) now stays confined to a tank feeding on fish brought every day by Azhumalai
and Pugazharasu (sea turtle protection force members) who fetch salt water in huge jerry
cans, scrubbing algae and applying turmeric to prevent infection every day!
“It is nice to see Karuna so big and fine now,” smiles Sindhu. These people, just like you
and me, have 24 hours every day to do what they choose to do. If you ever have the habit
of saying “I am bored”, know that it is not too late to take time into your hands and mould it
into making life a little better.

Feeding ‘Yuvathi’, ‘Chinny’ ,‘Karuna’ & a recently added turtle

Feeding ‘Chinny’
Feeding ‘Karuna’

Feeding ‘Yuvathi’,

Collecting data
‘Karuna’ being measured

Recording data

Interacting with a fisherman

‘Chinny’ being measured

Awareness campaign on sea turtle
conservation in a fishing hamlet –”Villu Pattu”

SL participants with a fisherman
from whose local knowledge they gained a lot

Nest

Eggs being relocated

Guiding the hatchlings towards the sea

Feedback from SL Participants at TREE Foundation

The SL program has not only taught us about turtles, but
also values for life like teamwork and coordination. Our
journey to Neelangarai everyday has helped us learn
more about our friends. It was an awesome experience
which gave us more courage and confidence.

Our journey to the foundation was of one hour duration
and travelling to such far off places where we have
never been before, taught us to be confident. We also
met two Russian students who were on internship there.
They had been to a veterinarian who taught them about
the medication that should be given to turtles and they
shared their learning with us. We in turn were able to
share with them the bactericidal effect of turmeric with
which the turtles were bathed everyday.

The overall experience was informative, exciting
and proved to be a fruitful way of spending our
time. We found that we grew to be more
comfortable around turtles. We learnt how to slow
down and cherish the moment we are in and to be
patient in dealing with others.

Our SL program was not only a fun experience but it
was related a lot to our subject. We learnt about
turtles in Biology of Animals III course and we were
able to relate many things we observed during the
program to what we learnt in theory.

Pro Bono Consultation for TREE Foundation -Preparation of pamphlets on
endangered molluscs (2011-2012)
Zoological Name

Common Name

Name of the SL
participnat

Cypraecassis rufa

Red Helmet Shell/ Flame
Helmet Shell

Reyna Sheryn Shaju

Lambis truncata

Giant Spider Conch

Shaheen Salam

Tridacna maxima

Small Giant Clam

Femi Anna Thomas

Lambis scorpius

Scorpion-spider Conch

Mansi Iyer

Tectus niloticus

Turban Snails

Lakshmi Pattabhiraman

Placuna placenta

Window Pane Oyster

Hemalatha. M

Charonia tritonis

Triton’s Trumpet

Grace Saji

Nautilus pompilus

Chambered Nautilus

Madhshree Kamak

Strombus plicatus

Wing Shell/ Pigeon Conch

Archana Ramesh

Many people believe that I lie idle on the

“Flame helmet is my name
The Orange shell adds to my fame
Algae and phytoplankton I do feed
Do pay heed to my needs!!!”

coasts and underwater. But people do not
know that I play a major role in maintaining
and balancing the marine ecosystem. I

Hola folks!

generally prey on

I am the Bull Mouth or the Red Helmet Shell. I am also fondly called as

the small- spined

the Flame Helmet Shell. This name has been given to me because of my thick,

sea urchin, algae and phytoplankton. A recent

conspicuous, ovate shell in shades of red and orange. But my scientific name is

survey has indicated that my species is on the verge

Cypraecassis rufa. People also call me as the ‘Cameo shell’. I am a large, marine

of extinction. Our numbers have dwindled over the

Gastropod (sea snail) Mollusc measuring about 168mm. I belong to the Family

past 10 years. This is mainly because of the fact

Cassidae.

that we our hunted for our colourful shells. Our

My shell and spire are orange- brown or

shells are used as a base for cameo carvings. The shells are first marked and

reddish brown in colour, mottled and blotched

then cut with a metal scrapping tool to remove the excess material. The shell is

with dark or light brown or grey. My ventral side is

then soaked in Olive oil, cleaned with soap and selectively polished. This is sold

glossy, creamy orange in colour becoming deep

as decorative pieces in the market.

red along the sides. I have a number of rows of
large, blunt and spirally arranged tubercles.
I usually hangout in the sheltered, sandy
substrates close to the reefs in the intertidal and subtidal waters. A depth of
12meters is my favourite spot. One can also spot me along the South African
coast from Northern KwaZulu- Natal to Mozambique and in Kenya.

I hereby encourage you tiny-tots to join hands and save our species which is
on the brink of extinction. Glad meeting you friends!
With love,
Red Helmets of the world
Compiled by Reyna Sheryn Shaju ,
II B.Sc., AZBT,
WCC

(Placenta placenta)
“Lying on the bed of the sand
Stationed as a stone
A small grain within
Irritants to a beautiful stone
For thy feelings, so simple, so true.”

Hey Land Dwellers,

I am a a mollusc and I have two outer shells which are
translucent, large, thin, fragile and flat. The inner surface of my shell is
smooth and glossy. I am also known as ‘Capiz’ or ‘Window pane Oyster’.
My family’s name is Placunidae. Out of the four members in the family, I
am proud to tell you that I am the
only shiny one!! I measure 57mm.
I live in the sea and can be found
from the Gulf of Aden, to around
India, Malaysia to South China
Sea and around the Philippines.
My home is in the muddy or sandy
shores on bays, coves and lagoons
coz I love the calm water.

Like my other cousin bivalves, I also filter my food from
the water passing through my slightly opened shell. I usually consume only
plankton. You cannot distinguish the male and the female of my kind until
you see the color of my gonads!!
Since I am small and my
shells are translucent they use me in
window panes in India, Philippines and
other Asian countries as it is a cheaper
alternative to glass and also because I used
to be abundant…. but not anymore, if I
keep being used for making window panes, one day I will vanish from this
beautiful planet and the future generations will never know what I look like!
As an oyster I can’t do much to protect myself, I am
exploited for the pearls I produce and people eat me coz they relish my
meat. I am also used in manufacturing raw materials of glue, chalk,
varnish and decorative items like chandeliers, lampshades to bowls and
trays. I am handpicked (in
shallow areas), by compressor
diving and by dredging. Due to
an open access to fishery,
anyone can exploit us. Most of
my friends and family are
taken away because of excessive
gathering, pollution, siltation
and destructive methods of
fishing such as trawling.

Please help us survive by establishing sanctuaries, bands against
trawling and other destructive methods of fishing. Before it’s too late and
we become fossils of some day to be found, please do respect my home, me
and my family and let us live. You can see our beauty by the shore but do
not take us to your homes because we belong in ours!!
With lots of mollusc love,
Capiz Oysters
Compiled by Hemalatha. M.,
II B.Sc., AZBT,
WCC

SL participants at Blue Cross

Feedback from SL Participants at Blue Cross
It was a nice feeling to work with puppies, calves,
kittens etc. We learnt the difficulties of taking care
of animals. It was an inspiration to see how the
volunteers took time out of their everyday life to
take care of the lovely animals. We were happy to
be given the opportunity and satisfied that we
could help them in our own small way.

The newly adopted birds and animals were placed separately
in cages until they adapted to the environment. The staff
working there were very patient. We learnt to handle and treat
these animals with care, feed them on time and to show love
and concern to them. We are grateful to the support staff
without whose help we wouldn’t have been able to complete
our work. At the end of the program we learnt to take better
care of animals.

Feedback from SL Participants at Blue Cross
We would change the newspapers and cloth in the cage, replenish the water
and food. The second kennel (our favourite ) has pups between 3 and 6
months. They are very playful but contain maximum ticks. We would detick,
feed and clean their area. We would also take sick and injured pups for
treatment to the vets. During our time there we would also convince people
who visited to adopt pups. We saw 3 happy adoptions.
The dogs helped us get over our fears, be brave and do something worthwhile.
It was a wonderful experience we will never forget.

At the end of the SL program we felt light at heart
and a comforting sense of blissfulness prevailed.
Days spent amidst animals had made us realise the
worth of their lives, and ours.

Number of students registered & completed Service Learning
Batch

Semester II

Semester IV

Semester VI

2005-2008

-

-

34

2006-2009

-

31

26

2007-2010

31

27

28

2008-2011

31

21

21

2009-2012

38

31

27

2010-2013

31

21

21

2011-2014

23

31

Yet to register

2012-2015

27

Yet to register

Academic Performance of SL participants

Improvement from 50% to
70%

Improvement from <40%
to 40% to 45%

Same level of performance

48.2%

18.5%

33.3%

Perceptions of Curator of the Government Museum
Mr. Asokan felt that
• Department of Advanced Zoology & Biotechnology
and the museum are equal partners in planning for
SL program for the students.
• Appreciative of the co-operation extended by the
faculty and the services rendered by the SL
participants in the maintenance of the zoological
collections.
• Perceived that the SL participants enjoyed the SL
program at the museum because it is an off-class
activity as well as it enriched their learning.
• Admired the dedication with which the students
accomplished the tasks assigned to them.

Perceptions of Founder Trustee & Chairperson of TREE Foundation
• Dr. Supraja Dharini found the SL partnership very beneficial
and useful.
• SL Participants being Zoology students, grasp instructions
fast and the way of treatment and feeding is very appropriate.
• Impressed with the pamphlet that they prepared.
• Finds SL Participants very committed and dedicated to the cause.
• Each group is unique in their interests - one group she found very
interested in feeding activities, another related to the medical treatment
being given to the turtles and still another in the entire lifecycle of the
Olive Ridleys.
• She is very happy with the orientation given by the department to
the participants which helps in the smooth running of the SL program.

Perceptions of General Manager, Blue Cross of India
•Mr. Dawn Williams values the SL Partnership and appreciates
the commitment of SL participants who help in all areas of the
shelter and do all that they are asked to do.
•Their involvement was high and they treated the animals as if it
was their own pet. SL participants exhibited good leadership
qualities.
•Those who were more oriented towards the animals motivated
those who had inhibitions and the entire team worked with
enthusiasm.
•Partnership does not end at the end of the program every year
for many of the SL participants continue to be volunteers at the
centre.

SL participants cleaning, arranging specimens at
the Department Museum

• All the vertebrate groups and majority of the
invertebrate groups are represented in the collection
• Rare fossils are a part of the collection
• Very early collections dating from 1936

•Service-learning partnerships provided avenues to stretch
learning in different directions and explore different
possibilities.
•SL helped students to enhance their skills, enrich their learning
and to grow intellectually and personally.
•It served as a medium for erudite work for faculty and also
renewed their energy.
•Partnerships were strengthened due to enthusiasm shown by
students and faculty as well as the service commitment
exhibited by the students.
•In short, SL helps students to be ‘morally upright and socially
aware’ in tune with our Mission Statement and transforms
them into responsible citizens.

Thank you

